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FOREWORD 

THIS is one of a series of Engineering Monographs 
published by the British Broadcasting Corporation. 
About six are produced every year, each dealing 

with a technical subject within the field of television and 
sound broadcasting. Each Monograph describes work 
that has been done by the Engineering Division of the 
BBC and includes, where appropriate, a survey of 
earlier work on the same subject. From time to time the 
series may include selected reprints of articles by BBC 
authors that have appeared in technical journals. Papers 
dealing with general engineering developments in broad
casting may also be included occasionally. 

This series should be of interest and value to engineers 
engaged in the fields of broadcasting and of telecom
munications generally. 

Individual copies cost 5s. post free, while the an
nual subscription is £1 post free. Orders can be placed 
with newsagents and booksellers, or BBC PUllLICATIONS, 

35 MARYLEBONE IDGH STREET, LONDON, W.J. 
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SUMMARY 
This Monograph describes the theoretical and practical details of the design of a very linear phase-shift low-pass filter 
intended to remove noise and other irrelevant information above approximately 3 Mc/s from the output of a television 
camera control unit. 

The problem was to design a low-pass filter which could be inserted in a video circuit-in particular the output of a 
camera control unit-to limit the band to a little above 3 Mc/s with the absolute minimum of distortion. For this purpose 
it was essential that the filter should be in unbalanced form and a detailed description of the process of reduction from the 
original lattice network is given. 

In the filter described, the pass-band is flat within ±0· I dB to 3 Mc/sand the group-delay characteristic varies over a 
range of only ±10 mµs throughout the pass-band and well into the attenuating region. The practical filter was made to 
conform more closely with the calculated characteristics than is usually possible, by the application of resistance compen
sation for the dissipation of the circuit elements. 

The filter has an impedance of 75 ohms and is economical, both in the number of circuit elements employed and in the 
space needed for mounting, since it measures only 6 in. by 2-fl- in. by 2 l~ in. overall, exclusive of fixing Jugs. 

A short section of the Monograph is devoted to a description of the method of checking such a filter by sine-squared 
pulses, and shows how this technique makes it possible to improve somewhat its already very Jinear group-delay charac
teristic. 

THE DESIGN OF A LINEAR PHASE-SillFT 
LOW-PASS FILTER 

1. Introduction 
Since the video band finally transmitted in the British 
405-line television system is approximately 3 Mc/s wide, 
any signal above that frequency which is produced by a 
camera can be considered as unnecessary and irrelevant. 
Furthermore, if allowed to remain, such signals may 
undergo intermodulation dudng subsequent non-linear 
processes, such as gamma correction, and appear as noise 
in t be fin a 1 video band. 

It was considered desirable, therefore, to investigate the 
possibility of designing and constructing a low-pass filter 
which could be connected in the video output of a camera 
control unit and which would limit the band to a little 
above 3 Mc/s whilst introducing only the absolute mini
mum of distortion. The resulting filter forms the subject 
of this Monograph. 

The extremely smaJl amount of transient distortion 
introduced by the filter is clearly indicated in the photo
graphs forming Figs. 13 and 14 which show the '2 T' and 
'T' sine-squared pulses before and after transmission 
through it. The linearity of the phase response in the neigh
bourhood of the cut-off frequency is clearly demonstrated 
by the symmetry of the response to the 'T' pulse, which has 
frequency components extending up to 6 Mc/s. 

A photograph of the filter with the lid of the screening 
can removed to show the construction forms Fig. 12, 
whilst Fig. 11 shows the method of mounting the com
ponents. 

I.I Specification 
The requirement of very low distortion means, first of 

all, that the variations in loss and group delay over the 
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pass-band must be kept extremely small to avoid corre
sponding deformations being produced in the transmitted 
waveform. Above 3 Mc/sit would seem desirable, from the 
point of view of band limiting, to have the filter cut-off as 
rapidly as possible. However, too rapid a cut-off is un
desirable for two reasons: firstly, the difficulty ofobtaining 
linear phase increases very rapidly as the cut-off slope 
increases, and, secondly, severe •ringing' may be seen on 
certain special pictures such as Test Card 'C' which con
tain an unusually high amount of energy at and even 
somewhat beyond 3 Mc/s. 

Orr a basis of previous experience, the following tenta
tive specification was drawn up as a target: 
(a) The insertion loss between 75-ohm terminations 

should be flat within ±:0 · I dB from zero frequency to 
3 Mc/s. The loss may increase slightly up to 3 ·4 Mc/s, 
and should thereafter increase as quickly as possible. 

(b) The insertion group-delay should be constant within 
±20 mµs up to 3 Mc/s, after which the tolerance may 
be relaxed progressively, say roughly in proportion to 
the increasing loss. 

(c) The filter impedance should be as close as possible to 
75 ohms over as great a range of the pass-band as 
possible. 

(d) The least possible number of filter elements should be 
used consistent wjth a good perfonnance in order to 
keep down the physical size and cost, and they should 
have values such that they are not difficult to manu
facture or purchase. In addition, the filter as a whole 
should be easy to manufacture and align, and stable in 
its characteristics. 

Requirements (a) and (b), although necessarily in 
steady-state terms because the filter is designed on that 



curverr/a, as it is in the pass-band. The argument does not 
show where the cut-off frequency f, is to be located within 
the interval BC, so for reasons of symmetry we shall put it 
at the centre of the interval, obtaining what Bode and 
Dietzold call a 'three-quarter spaced cut-off'; this location 
can, in fact, be justified analytically. 

It may be objected that no consideration has been given 
above to the reflection effects which must occur in the 
region of the cut-off frequency. However, the mean slope 
of the phase-shift curve is not changed due to the reflec
tions over the interval BC, since the tota1 increment in 
phase is not altered, but the shape of the curve is modified. 
If linearity of phase over the cut-off interva] is important, 
it is necessary to take account of these reflections, either 
explicitly or implicitly, in the design of the filter. This 
point will be dealt with again later. 

Although the above argument has been based upon a 
low-pass filter, it applies equally well to the band-pass 
case and also, over a restricted frequency range, to a high
pass filter. 

2.3 Determination of Numerical Constants 
It is known from classical filter theory that if the arms of 

a symmetrical lattice network have impedances Z, and 
z,, then the image transfer constant is given by 

tanh;=Jf .............. (]) 

and the image impedance Z 1 by 

Z 1=-VZ,Z, ................ (2) 

It is also known that, by Foster's Reactance Theorem, the 
impedance of the arms may be written 

.... (3) 

where thea's are terms of the form 1- (!,) 2 

and K, and 

Ky are numerical constants. 

0 'fJKx a,.a. ... a,_, . 1-
:. tanh-

2
=1 Kx_c__c____c..._cva, ...... (5) 

Y a1a3 ••. ac-I 

Obviously, although one particular scheme of critical 
frequencies has been selected in setting up equations (3) 
and (4), the argument is perfectly general. It is immaterial 
whether Zx has a po]e or a zero at zero and infinite fre
quencies, and the cut-off factor a, may also be either a 
zero, as shown, or a pole. Furthermore, Zx and Zy may be 
interchanged with only the consequence, trivial for the 
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present purpose, of a phase-reversal of the signal trans
mitted by the network. 

An important point which now arises is the determina
tion of the values of K...,andKy, without which thereactance 
arms of the network cannot be stated. 

The value of the product K,K, is known from equation 
(6). At zero frequency the a's become unity and 

Z/0 =K,K, ................ (7) 

where 2 10 is the zero frequency impedance of the network. 
If the value of K,/K, can also be found, then each is 

known separately. Bode and Dietzold do this in the fol
lowing manner. Considering the pass-band only, and 
assuming perfect termination, the linear-phase require
ment can be formulated analytically as 

But from the continued product expansions of the sine and 
cosine of an angle, 

. rrf jrrf b,b,b, ... b. 
Jtan-2 =-2 xb b b b ...... -(9) 

a a 1 3 5 • • • n-1 

where b =1-(£)' ' ra 

Then, for frequencies in the pass range only and 
ignoring all else, equations (5) and (9) are identical so that 
corresponding terms can be jdentified, giving 

✓Kx rr K, =2a ................ (IO) 

This particular value of multiplying constant ensures the 
optimum degree oflinearity of phase-shift within the pass
band region, but it may be modified to effect some desired 
compromise between stop-band attenuation and phase 
linearity. 

A perhaps less elegant but more general method for 

deriving the value of the ratio~, is the following. Near 
y 

zero frequency the image phase constant is identical with 
the insertion phase shift, since the filter is ideally matched. 
Consequently the value of the group-delay at zero fre
quency can he obtained from equation (5), and the linear
phase condition is imposed by equating this to the mean 
delay of the filter which in this case, as is evident from 

F. 2 . " I 1g. , 1s equal to-
2 

=-
2

. 
rra a 

The mathematics can be simplified at the expense of a 
little rigour. In the close neighbourhood of zero frequency 
the a's in equation (5) are unity and their rate of change is 
very small, so that the term containing them is itself unity. 
Also, the phase angle is so small that 8 may be put for 
tan 0, and equation (5) becomes 
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Fig. 3 - Critical-frequency scheme for linear-phase low-pass filter 
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From this the group delay at zero frequency is 

[:~l➔,=1J1:, 
1 

and when it is equated to the mean delay 
2
a the result 

J;;=fo. is obtained as in equation (10). 

The latter method is not restricted to low-pass filters and 
may be applied to other types. For example a band-pass 
filter can have the linear-phase condition applied at the 
mid-band frequency, and correspondingly for other types. 

2.4 Lattice Arms 
Two things remain to be decided before the precise 

forms of the lattice anns can be settled, the number of 
critical frequencies within the pass-band and the number 
of critical frequencies in the stop-band. 

In each case the minimum number which makes the 
filter satisfy the required conditions will be used in order 
to keep the total of reactive elements as small as possible. 

An increase in the number of critical frequencies in the 
pass-band has the result of improving the linearity of the 
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phase response over the region where the impedance is 
good enough for reflection effects to he negligible, and also 
increases the sharpness of cut-off by reducing the width of 
the transition region in the neighbourhood of the cut-off. 
The magnitude of the stop-band loss is very little affected. 

The number and location of the critical frequencies in 
the stop-band not only influence the magnitude of the loss 
in that region but also the linearity of the phase response in 
the cut-off region. Equation (6) makes it clear that the net
work impedance up to the cut-off frequency is resistive, but 
varies with frequency in a manner which depends upon the 
cut-off factor ac and terms which are functions only of the 
locations of the critical frequencies in the stop-band. The 
consequent reflection effects over the upper part of the 
pass-band very appreciably modify the phase and ampli
tude characteristics compared with those for image 
terminations. 

On the basis of previous experience, it was estimated 
that two critical frequencies in the pass-band and two in 
the stop-band would probably meet the requirements of 
Section 1.1. The scheme shown in Fig. 3 could then be 
drawn up and from it the values of the reactance arms 
could be written down as 

. . (11) 



........ (12) 

if it is supposed, for simplicity, that z, equals unity. 
The double spacing between the critical frequencies at 

3 · Sa and 5 · Sa follows a suggestion by Bode and Dietwld 
that the infinite series of critical frequencies which should 
ideally be present can be represented by a finite series ter
minated in this manner. Although the statement is made 
without proof, in fact it does seem to give a close approxi
mation to the optimum phase response through the cut-off 
region. Nevertheless, this spacing, as welJ as the cut-off 
spacing and the values of the numerical constants multi
plying the reactance arms, may be modified to suit 
special requirements. 

The expressions (II) and (12) can be put into a more 

convenient form by using the parameter x=
2

.;Sa' where 

INSERTION LOSS dB 
0 

5 

~ V 
10 

I \ 
/ 

2· 75ais the cut-off frequency, then 

. (l-1·8904x')(l-0·2500x2) 

Zx=4 · 31971X • (1-7 · 5625x2)(l -0· 6172x2) • • (1 3) 

0 · 37499 (0· 13223-x')(l-x')(4-x2) 

z, jx • (0·52893-x')(l ·61983-x') · .(l4) 

From these equations the insertion loss and phase-shift 
functions can be calculated from the well-known expres
sion which, sinceZx andZy refer to a symmetrkal lattice of 
unit impedance, simplifies to 

. (l+Zx)(l+Z,) 
Insert10n loss Z -Z ...... (15) 

X y 

The resulting curves are shown in Fig. 4. It was decided 
from these that, provided the impedance of the filter were 
good enough, the requirements originally laid down would 
be sufficiently well fulfilJed with the present configuration 
and the nominal cut-off frequency made 3·6 Mc/s. 

The actual physical forms of the lattice reactance arms 
can easily be determined from the scheme of critical fre
quencies given in Fig. 3, or alternatively from equations 
(13) and (14) which are the same thing expressed analyti
calJy. 
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Fig. 4 - Insertion loss and phase shift of linear-phase low-pass filter 
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Zx 

Zy 

Fig. 5 - Canonica/forms of the lattice arms 

A convenient canonical form of the generalized two
terminal reactance network has the configuration of a 
resonant circuit in series with the appropriate number of 
anti resonant circuits, and a typical argument for app1ying 
this to the present case would run as follows: 

Zx has four critical frequencies, excluding zero and 
infinite frequencies, so that the total number of reactance 
elements it contains must be one more than this number, 
that is, five. The arm has a zero at zero frequency, so the 
series capacitor of the resonant circuit of the canonical 
arm must he omitted, although the series inductor must 
still be present because the arm has a pole at infinite fre
quency. Zx must therefore consist of an inductor in series 
with two antiresonant circuits in order to have the 
requisite five elements, as is shown in Fig. 5(a). 

z,, has five critical frequencies, apart from zero and 
infinite frequency, and must therefore possess six elements. 
The pole at zero frequency indicates that the series 
capacitor of the canonical network must be present; the 
inductor must also be there because the total number of 
elements in the arm is even. The configuration, as given in 
Fig. 5(b ), must correspondingly be a resonant circuit in 
series with two antiresonant circuits. 

The actual element values can readily be obtained from 
(1 I) and (12), if required, by a process to be given in a later 
section. It should perhaps be pointed out that in a prac
tical lattice filter the particular configurations of Figs. 
5(a) and 5(b) would not necessarily be used unless the 
element values happened to be suitable. Very often it is 
necessary to make use of various equivalent circuits to 
replace parts of the arms until each has been rearranged 
into the most convenient form for the purpose. 

1.5 Impedance Function 
The impedance is obtained directly from equations (13) 

and (14) 
1-0·2500x2 

Z 1=VZ,Z,= 1_
0

_
617

2x, v'I-x' .... (16) 

where, it must be remembered, z, has been chosen to be 
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nominally unity. The variation of impedance with fre
quency can then be calculated, and is shown in Fig. 6. It 
resembles the familiar 'm-derived' impedance of the Zobel 
type sections. 

3·0 
At 3 Mc/sx=

3
_
6
=0·833,andfrom thecurveZ,=0· 80 

approximately at this value of x. The return loss at 3 Mc/s 
1·80 

is therefore 20 log10 0
. 
20 

= 19 · 5 dB, and increases rapidly 

as the frequency decreases. When the decrease of mean 
energy with increasfog frequency in the video signal is 
taken into account, it is apparent that an impedance of this 
type is quite adequate for most purposes from the point of 
view of reflections into other apparatus. All the same, the 
filter must be properly terminated in order to achieve the 
intended response for the reason given in the previous 
section. 

3. Reduction to Unbalanced Form 
3.1 General 

There is no doubt that balanced networks cannot, in 
genera1, be tolerated in video circuits. The economic 
reason is that the number of reactive elements is immedi
ately doubled as compared with the unbalanced form and 
more than double the care is required in the initial setting
up due to the need for maintaining the balance of the 
lattice bridge. In addition, except for a number of rela
tively short Hnks, video circuits are unbalanced and trans
formers are not really practicable for conversion from 
unbalanced to balanced forms and vice versa to allow the 
lattice network to be inserted. 

Since, as has already been mentioned, the linear-phase 
tilters of Bode and Dietzold cannot be completely reduced 
to the ladder form, two main courses are available: 

(a) Conversion of the filter into one or more bridged-T 
sections. Inspection of equation (15) shows that the 
solution of Z,-Zy=0 gives all frequencies, real or 
imaginary, at which the loss is infinite. Each pair of 
complex conjugate roots can be assigned to an indi
vidual simpler filter section of the same impedance and 
having real element values in the bridged-T form, and 
the filter is reconstructed as a chain of these simpler 
sections.{a, 4) 

This process is somewhat tedious but not difficult, 
and has the merit of giving elements with real, if not 
always convenient, element values by means of a direct 
algebraic process. Unfortunately, the sections so pro
duced must in general be realized as bridged-T net
works, since ladder equivalents are not available. One 
great inconvenience with this form is the difficulty of 
maintaining the impedance of each section correct 
over the entire frequency range due to the inevitable 
stray reactances, as well as to the difficulties experi
enced with the coupling and balance of the transformer 
which has to be used to form the bridged-T. 
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Fig. 6 - Relative impedance of linear-phase low-pass filter 

The consequence of these mismatches occurring 
between sections having relative]y large time delays is 
a series of reflections which seriously upset the flatness 
of the Joss and phase responses. Various devices can be 
brought into use to minimize these effects, but as a rule 
a considerable amount of care and attention has to be 
given to the alignment of the complete network in 
order to obtain a really satisfactory result. 

(b) The second method uses a step-by-step reduction of 
the original filter to ladder form. This process is con
tinued until an irreducible minimum is left which is 
then converted into a bridged-T section, and its success 
largely depends upon the possibility of taking the 
reduction sufficiently far to make the bridged-T sec
tion relatively simple. 

The process is usuallyfairlylengthyand tedious, but, 
when it can be carried out in such a manner as to give 
elements with convenient magnitudes, the result is a 
filter containing only one transformer which is hardly 
any more difficult to align than a conventional Zobel 
type. This solution, where the main burden is carried 
by the designer rather than the tester, is considered to 
be the better engineering approach and was according
ly adopted in the present case. 

3.2 Theory of Reduction to Ladder Form 
The relevant equivalent circuits are given in Figs. 7(a), 

7(b), and 7(c). These are by no means the only ones which 
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may be used, but are in general the most useful for the 
present purpose. They can easily be demonstrated to be 
equivalents by direct application of Bartlett's Bisection 
Theorem. 

In Fig. 7(a) a series impedance which is common to both 
lattice arms can be removed and placed in series with the 
two output terminals of the network. In Fig. 7(b) a shunt 
impedance common to both lattice arms can be removed 
and placed in shunt with each pair of output terminals. 
Finally in 7(c), a symmetrical lattice which has a series 
inductor in one of its arms and an inductor in shunt with 
the other can be transformed to a bridged-T network 
using a unity turns-ratio transformer with finite induc
tance and a coupling factor less than unity. 

3.3 Reduction Process 
It may be helpful to those who have not yet attempted a 

reduction from lattice to ladder form to give the process in 
detail. Starting with equations (13) and (14) slightly re
written for convenience: 

jx(O · 52893-x2)( 4-x2) 

Z,=0· 43732 • (0· 13223-x2)(1 ·61983-x") · .(l3a) 

(0· 13223-x")(l-x2)(4-x") 
Z,=0 · 37499 0

jx(0· 52893-x") (1 · 61983-x') 
...... (14a) 
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It should be mentioned here that the continued taking of 
differences during the reduction process makes it advisable 
to work to not less than five significant figures, and the 
labour can be lightened considerably if a calculating 
machine is available. 

The values of the individual reactance components in 
Z, andZdmust now be obtained by expressing each as the 
sum of partial fractions. 

. . Bjx Cjx 
Write Z,=A;x+0-13223-x'' 1·61983-x' .... (l7) 

where A, B, Care numerical constants to be determined by 
identification of (13a) and (17). 

To find A make x tend to infinity, when evidently 
A=0·43732 

To find the other coefficients the following device is very 
useful. For B we multiply both (13a) and (17) by 
(0· 13223-x'), so that: 

0
_ 4

3732 
_Jx(0· 52893-x2)(4-x2) 

I· 61983-x' 

. . Cjx(0 · 13223-x') 
A;x(0· 13223-x")+B;x+ 

1 
_
61983

_x2 •• (18) 

Now make x' approach 0· 13223, and, in the limit: 

B= 
(0·52893-0· 13223)(4-0· 13223) 0·45106 

0· 43732 • 1·61983-0·13223 

Similarly 

C
- . 

3 3 
_(1·61983-0·52893)(4-1·61983) . 

3 -O 4 7 2 1 ·61983-0· 13223 O 763 2 

In practice, of course, this device makes it possible for the 
expressions for these coefficients to be written down by 
inspection. Inserting the values thus obtained: 

. 0·45!06jx 0·76332jx 
Z,=0· 4373Z;x+o. 13223-x'+ 1 ·61983-x' 

...... (19) 

which, in agreement with previous findings, represents an 
inductor in series with two antiresonant circuits. 

By an exactly similar process: 

0·23149 z, -----+0·37499jx+ 
jx 

0·42155jx 0·46573jx 
0·52893-x2+1·61983-x2 •••• •.• ,(ZO) 

which evidently agrees with Fig. 5. 
0·46573jx 

Reduction Stage 1. The impedance 
1 

_
61983

_x2 is com-

mon to bothZ, andZ,, and so by the equivalent circuit of 
Fig. 7(a) it can be removed and placed in series with the 
output terminals of the lattice. The new arms of the lattice 
are: 
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. 0·45106jx 0·29759jx 
z,,=0· 43732;x+0· 13223-x' 1 1 ·61983-x' 

...... (21) 

z,, 0·23149 . 0·42155jx 
jx +0·37499Jx I 0 _52893_x2 •••• (22) 

Reduction Stage 2. There is also series inductance in each 
arm, part of which may be taken outside the lattice, but 
the amount used for this purpose must be decided upon 
with care. It is known from the scheme of critical fre
quencies that there is a real frequency of infinite attenua
tion at x=2. Since this does not appear explicitly in (21) 
and (22), it must be implicit in the equations. The fact that 
the attenuation peak occurs at a real frequency indicates 
that there is some real reactance common to each arm 
which can be used later at a further stage in the reduction, 
unless too much series inductance is taken out of the arms 
at this stage. This would result in the common reactance at 
x=2 becoming negative and therefore unusable. 

At x=2 both Z,1 and Z,1 have the value O · 39134j (this 
incidentally checks the accuracy of the calculation so far). 
The most that can be done, therefore, is to remove a series 
inductance O· 19567jx, i.e. a reactance ofO · 39134jatx=2, 
leaving zero reactance at this normalized frequency. 

Performing this operation, there is left 

. 0·45106jx 0·29759jx 
Z,,=0 · 241651x+o. 13223-x'+ l ·61983-x' · ·<23) 

0·23149 . 0·42155Jx 
z,,= jx +0· 17932Jx+0 _52893_x, .... (24) 

Reduction Stage 3. No more can be extracted in the series 
form, so it is now necessary to see what shuntreactancecan 
be removed. For this purpose the impedance must be 
inverted into admittance and re-arranged as has been done 
above for Z, and z,. The process is simple but a little 
tedious since the roots of the denominator must be found 
before the individual susceptances are known from the 
partial-fraction expansion. The results are: 

Y,, 0· 26065 O· 85392jx 3 · 02365jx (
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) 
jx +0·85014-x'+ 4-x' · · 

Y,, 0· 52169jx 5·05492jx 
0· 17070-x'+ 4-x2 • • • • • • • • • • • .(

26) 

3·02365Jx . 
Now the common admittance 4-x' , which repre-

sents the attenuation peak at x=2, can be removed and 
placed in shunt with the output terminals of the reduced 
lattice, and there remains: 

0·26065 0·85392jx 
Y,. jx +0·85014-x' · · · · · · · -<27) 

0·52169jx 2·03127jx 
Y,, 0· 17070-x'+ 4-x' · · · · · -(28) 



Reduction Stage 4. Y.,. and Y,3 must now be converted 
back to the impedance form, giving: 

. 0·58439jx 
z,,=0·89723Jx+

0
. 19879_x" .......... (29) 

. 0· 28058 0·9797ljx 
z,,=0·391701x+ jx +0·95321-x' .. (30) 

Now it would be possible to remove series inductance 
from bothZ,, andZ,,, but on the other hand inspection of 
Yxa shows that its reciprocal Zxa can be put into a form 
having a shunt inductor whileZ,,has a series inductor, and 
it is known that (see Fig. 7(c)) this fact makes it possible 
to effect a convenient reduction of the remainder of the 
lattice to bridged-T form using a transformer with finite 
inductances and a coupling factor less than unity. Con
sequently it was decided to stop at this point. 

When these inductors have been removed, the residues 
of the arms become: 

0·85014-x' I 
0·85392jx 1 ·0044jx + l · l?lljx · .(3I) 

z,, 0·28058 0·9797ljx 
Jx I 0·95321-x" 

............ (32) 

This completes the actual reduction process; it now 
remains to calculate the element values. 

3.4 Calculation of Element Values 
From Stages 1 and 2 of the preceding section it is known 

that the series arm of the ladder portion, excluding the 
bridged-T section, consists of an inductor whose general
ized reactance is O· I957jx, and an antiresonant cfrcuit 

. 0·4657jx 
whose generalized impedance 1s 

1
.
6198

_x,; these are 

shown as L, and L,C, in Fig. 8. 
Taking the inductor first, its reactance is 0· 1957jx for a 

filter of unit impedance, and consequently is 0· 1957jxR0 

for an impedance level R_. 

Therefore 
jw 

O· 1957 • -R0 =jwL, 
w, 

and R. L,=0·1957 - ................ (33) 
w, 

where/,is the cut-off frequency of the filter. 
The admittance of the antiresonant circuit for an impe

dance level R0 

1 1 ·6198-x' 
= R.° 0·4657jx 

1 ·6198w, jw 
0·4657jwR

0 
+0·4657wfi

0 

The first term, because of its form, must represent the 
susceptance of L,, so that 

L, 0·4657R0 0·2875R0 

l · 6198w, w, · · · · · · · · (34) 
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The second term must then represent the susceptance of 

2· 147 
R 

.......... (35) 
w, 0 

The shunt arm of the ladder portion is formed by the 

d . 3 · 0237jx d S 3 f . a mrt.tance 
4

_ x 2 remove at tage o the prev10us 

section. This corresponds to a shunt resonant circuit, 
L,C, of Fig. 8, where by a process similar to that just 
applied for L,C,, 

0·3307R0 L, --~ .............. (36) 
w, 

0·7559 
C,=---,, ................ (37) 

wc''o 

The series arm of the bridged-T section, L,C,, has an 
I 

impedance twice z,,, that is 
0

. 5
022

jx + 2 · 3422jx, whence 

2·3422R. 
L,=--~ ............. . (38) 

w, 

0·5022 
C,=---,, ................ (39) 

wc''o 

The shunt arm of the bridge from the equivalent circuit 
of Fig. 7(c) has one-half the impedance of z,,, that is 

0·1403 0·48985 
7x""+0·9532-x" 

whence 
0·5139R0 L6 --- •.•.•••.•.•••• (40) 

w, 

2·0414 
C,=---,,- ................ (41) 

wc''o 

7 · 1280 
C,=---,,- ................ (42) 

wc''o 

The last remaining element of the filter is the bridge 
transformer which has equal side inductances L 6 and 
mutual inductanceM. From Fig. 7(c) the shunt inductance 
removed from z,, during Stage 4 of Section 4.4 equals 
L,+M. 

3·8366R. 
:. L,+M=--~ .......... (43) 

w, 

and similarly the series inductance removed from z,, 
equals L-M, so that 

hence 

and 

0·3917R0 L-M • w, .......... (44) 

2· ll4R0 L,=-- ............ (45) 
w, 

M l ·7224R0 

w, 
.......... (46) 



Ro 

L3 

(3 -

-M 
C2 

Ro 

Fig. 8 - Circuit of linear-phase low-pass filter 

TABLE I 

L, 
0· 1957R, 

w, 
L, 

0· 2875R, 
w, 

L, 
0·3307R, 

w, 
L, 

2·342R, 
w, 

L, 
2·114R, 

M 
l ·722R,(K= ·815) 

w, w, 

0·5l39R, 2· 147 
L, C,=--

w, wcRo 

0·7559 0·5022 
C,=~~ C,=---

wcRo wcRo 

2·041 7· 128 
C,=-- C,=--

wcRo wcRo 

f,,= l · 273/, f,,=2·00/, 

f,, =0 · 922/, f,,=0·976/, 

From (45) and (46) the coupling factor is 0·8147, and 
the two halves are connected in series-aiding as shown in 
Fig. 7(c). 

The element values calculated above are tabulated in 
Table I. Table II gives the element values for the chosen 
cut-off frequency of 3 · 6 Mc/s and an impedance of 
75 ohms; it is clear that they are all of a quite reasonable 
order of magnitude. 
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L,=0·65µH 

L,=l·I0µH 

L,=* 

C3 =446pF 

C, = I ,200pF 

TABLE II 

R, approx. 520n 

R,=75n 

f,2=4 · 58 Mc/s 

f,,=3·32 Mc/s 

L 2=0·95µH 

L,=7·76µH 

L6 =1·7µH 

C2=1,270pF 

C,=296pF 

C7=4,200pF 

f, =3·6 Mc/s 

/,3 =7·20 Mc/s 

/,, =3 · 51 Mc/s 

"' Chosen to give the correct value of M with the transformer used. 

4. Practical Considerations 

4.1 Components 
The bridge transformer always presents especial dif

ficulties in filters employing bridged-T sections. First of all 
an exact value of mutual inductance is required, since it is 
used as a reactive element ofrhe filter, and it is not usually 
practicable to achieve this. The device normally resorted to 



whenever possible is to over-couple the transformer some
what, which has the effect of producing a more negative 
value of mutual inductance than required, and to add an 
adjustable self-inductance in series with the shunt arm of 
the bridge so that the excess negative inductance from the 
mutual coupling can be neutralized very precisely. In the 
present case the coup1ing coefficient requiredjs such that 
a small degree of overcouplingcan be achieved without any 
difficulty by using a totally enclosed 'pot' type dust core. 

Unfortunately, high coupling coefficients involve rela
tively high stray capacitances across the windings and low 
values of Q, and a good deal of ingenuity may be required 
to design the transformer in certain cases. Where the Q 
cannot be made high enough to avoid degrading the filter 
performance, it is often possible to resort to resistance· 
compensation (see Section 4.4). In any case, a method of 
winding must be adopted which leads to consistent values 
of these quantities whether they are desired or not. 

The inductors and capacitors must also have as high 
a Q as possible, particularly in the cut-off region where the 

INSERTION LOSS dB 

effects of dissipation are always marked. Since the loss at 
the frequencies of (ideally) infinite attenuation is not very 
important with this particular filter, there is no need to 
strive for exceptionally high Q's in that region. 

The self-capacitance of the inductors and the series 
foductance of the capacitors must be kept to a minjmum, 
otherwise, even if no actual resonance occurs within the 
band, the variation of effective inductance or capacitance 
with frequency can give considerable trouble. 

For a filter of the type considered, where a high degree 
of reproducibility is required, and where the capacitance 
values are large compared with the stray capacitances, it 
is not unreasonable to call for fixed capacitors with a 
tolerance of ±1 per cent. The inductors are of a range of 
values such that they can be conveniently wound on dust 
cores with adjustable slugs. The aligmnent of the filter is 
thereby made considerably easier since the capacitors can 
be assumed to be exact, and it is then only necessary to 
resonate each individual circuit to the calculated frequency 
by means of its inductor. 

0 ---- ---- ~liHOUT RESISTANCE COMPENSATION -------------

2 

3 

4 

5 

7 

0 

-- --
/ - ::-::::-... 

/ 

\ WITH RESISTANCE COMPENSATION 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

I 

\ 
2 3 4 

FREQUENCY Mc/s 

Fig. 9 -Pass-band of linear-phase low-pass filter No. I showing effect of resistance compensation 
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Fig. IO -Linear-phase /ow-pass filters - group-delay measurements 

4.2 Mechanical 
By making use of 6-mm coil formers designed for 

mountfog in small, rectangular section aluminium screen
ing cans, it was found possible to compress the filter into 
a copper can measuring 6 in. X 2l¼ in. x 2fi in. exter
nally, without any sacrifice of performance. Fig. 11 clearly 
shows how the components are mounted on a copper 
plate, which is shown in position in its screening can in 
Fig. 12. The input and output connections are made by 
means of75-ohm cables, and the retaining clamp for one of 
these can be seen in Fig. 12. 

In deciding upon the layout of the components, the 
obvious considerations were kept in mind with respect to 
lengths of leads and reduction of stray capacitance to case 
to a minimum. The latter is of special importance at points 
such as the junction of L, and C,; it can be made negligible 
in effect in the shunt arms by connecting C3 in the earthy 
side as shown in Fig. 8, so that the capacitance to case of 
L, falls across C,. 

In order to prevent too much disturbance to the wiring 
dudng the alignment procedure, use was made of very low 
capacitance stand-off tags so that the various individual 
resonant circuits could be more readily isolated for 
individual adjustment. 

4.3 Alignment 
Before assembly and wmng the capacitances were 

checked and all inductors, in their screening cans, were set 
ona low-frequency bridge to the nominal value. The bridge 
transformer L5 with its associated inductor L7 were adjust
ed together to give the required values of side inductance 
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and mutual inductance; at the same time a check was made 
on the balance of the two halves of the winding. This 
ensured that, when wired, the filter was already in approxi
mate alignment. 

The precise alignment of each circuit was performed 
with the aid of a stable signal generator, set by means of a 
quartz crystal Frequency Checking Unit, and a high-gain 
radio receiver provided with a meter reading the signal 
diode current. 

Although the filter is by no means 'fussy' with respect to 
hand capacitance or proximity to other objects, the final 
adjustments were made with it mounted in a dummy can. 
This is the same as the normal can but is provided with 
holes for access to the coil slugs. 

The circuits L,C, andL,C3 could be set very simply and 
without disturbing the wiring since L,C, are responsible 
for the first f ~ at 4 · 58 Mc/s, and L,C, for the second at 
7 · 2 Mc/s. The oscillator was connected to the input of the 
filter and set to 4 · 58 Mc/s, and the receiver input was con
nected to the output of the filter and tuned to the oscillator 
frequency. Circuits L 2C2 were then adjusted by means of 
the inductor slugs until the loss through the network was 
a maximum. Circuits LaCa were adjusted in a similar 
fashion. 

The remaining circuits were resonated in the following 
way. A pair of moderately high resistors was connected 
between the output of the oscillator and the receiver input; 
the most suitable value of resistance was found by experi
ment. The circuit to be resonated was disconnected from 
the remainder of the filter, although left in position, and 
connected between the junction of these resistors and 



Fig. 11 - Filter removed from can 

Fig. 12- Filter mounted in can 
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earth. It was then set by turning the coil slug until either a 
minimum or maximum was obtained on the receiver meter 
according to whether the circuit was in resonance or anti
resonance. 

4.4 Resistance Compensation 
After the alignment procedure described in the fore

going section, the insertion loss of the filter was measured 
between good 75-ohm terminations, and the curve (a) of 
Fig. 9 was obtained. This agrees very well with the calcu
lated curve except for a drop of about O · 7 dB up to 3 Mc/s 
which was diagnosed as being mostly due to a combination 
of increasing dissipation towards the higher frequencies 
from the bridge transformer and the bridge series arm. 

The author has previously found that an extension of 
Landon's method of resistance compensation (5 l is often 
very effective in such a case. This normally is applied at a 
single or a pair of conjugate frequencies of infinite attenu
ation where the calculation is very simple, and as high a 
degree of compensation can be achieved as required or 
the stability of the circuit components allows. 

It can easily be shown by calculation, or demonstrated 
by a simple application of Bartlett's Bisection Theorem, 
that at one given frequency a resistance in the series or 
bridge arms of a bridged-T network can be compensated 
by the correct value of resistor inserted in the shunt arm, 
or vice versa. In terms of the equivalent lattice, at the 
frequency considered, the arms can be manipulated in such 
a way that the same value of resistor appears either in 
series with or in shunt with each arm and can therefore be 
taken outside the lattice itself (see Fig. 7(a) and 7(b)). 
Special configurations occur where the compensation is 
exact for all frequencies. 

1. '2T' sin2 pulse at the input of filter 

In the present instance it was evident that the compen
sation could not be exact, if only because of the variation 
with frequency of the effective resistance component in the 
series arm, but on the other hand the amount to be cor
rected is so small that a quite approximate compensation 
would be adequate. 

An examination of the circuit suggested that a resistor in 
parallel with C7 would be effective, and in fact a value of 
520 ohms was found to give an attenuation response up to 
the cut-off frequency negligibly different from the calcu
lated response, as shown in the curves of Fig. 9, except for 
an expected increase in the pass-band loss to O · 6 dB. An 
experiment with three models of the filter demonstrated 
that this result could be achieved by using random 
samples of 520 ohms :!:: 2 per cent resistors, although, of 
course, there is always the possibility that in later models 
changes such as dust-cores from a different batch or slight 
variations in the manner of winding the coils might make 
values outside that narrow range necessary. 

4.5 Improvement of Group-Delay Characteristic 
It might be expected that, very broadly speaking, the 

portion of the filter which has been reduced to simple 
ladder form represents the minimum phase-shift, and the 
remainder the excess phase-shift part; that is, very roughly, 
the first part is the filter and the second the phase 
corrector. In practice this is often, but not invariably, the 
case. 

This fact suggested that it might be possible to make use 
of a sine-squared pulse technique!•, 1l to improve somewhat 
the group-delay response-already very good-by an 
empirical modification of the elements in the bridged-T 
section. 

2. '2T' sin2 pulse at the output of.filter 

Fig. 13 - '2T' sine-squared pulse response 
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3. 'T' sin2 pulse at the input of filter 4. 'T' sin2 pulse at the output of filter 

Fig. 14 - 'T' sine-squared pulse response 

The response of a filter aligned as previously described 
was measured. It was then inserted between two small 
75-ohmpads to ensure a good termination, anda0· 167-µs 
sine-squared pulse was sent though the filter and examined 
on a high-grade oscilloscope. 

It was found that a quite large range of adjustment of 
L 5 and L7 varied the phase with no perceptible change 
in the amplitude response, so they were adjusted until 
optimum symmetry of the leading and lagging transients 
caused by the cut-off of the filter was obtained, taking into 
account the slight initial asymmetry of the original pulse. 
These transient 'rings' are due primarily to the reduction of 
the width of the pulse spectrum, and the presence of the 
anticipatory transient arises from the non 'minimum
phase-shift' character of the network. Now pure amplitude 
distortion of a waveform produces wholly symmetrical dis
tortion, while pure phase distortion produces completely 
skew-symmetrical distortion. Hence, if the asymmetry of 
the output waveform is made as small as possible, the 
residual phase distortion will be minimized. Accordingly 
the 'T' sine-squared pulse response was carefully observed 
on a cathode ray oscilloscope and L6 and L7 were varied 
until the optimum condition of symmetry was reached. 
The filter was then re-measured, and the two curves are 
shown superimposed in Fig. 10. Fig. 14 shows the input 
and output 'T' pulses for this condition, and the symmetry 
of the output pulse should be noted. The magnitudes of the 
leading and lagging transients are due to the slope of the 
attenuation characteristic in the cut-off region. 

The improvement in the group-delay curve produced by 
this adjustment is not large in terms of total spread, but the 
oscillations are reduced in amplitude and the major 
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variation takes place over a wider interval. The sensitivity 
of the pulse to very small phase errors encouraged the 
belief that the method might be used as a means of setting 
the group-delay response precisely to this optimum con
dition during manufacture. Accordingly, a second filter 
was aligned and readjusted in a completely similar man
ner, and the measured curve is also shown in Fig. 10. It will 
be noticed that up to 3 Mc/s the difference between the 
curves is extremely small, in fact roughly of the order of 
the measurement accuracy; above 3 Mc/s the difference is 
still quite small, and in any case it occurs in a part of the 
frequency range where it is of less consequence. 

On the basis of these results it was judged that the sine
squared pulse method is not only of great practical use for 
checking the alignment of a filter designed as described 
above, but also makes it possible to effect a useful further 
improvement in its performance in a repeatable manner. 
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NOTE ON RANDOM FLUCTUATION NOISE IN 
IMAGE ORTIDCON CAMERA TUBES 

by 

R. D. A. MAURICE, Ing.-Dr, Ing.E.S.E., A.M.I.E.E. 
(Research Department, BBC Engineering Division) 

The image orthicon televjsion camera tube is being used 
ever more widely, particularly for broadcasting, and recent 
unpublished measurements have confirmed the existence 
of a feature of the noise produced by this tube which was 
not realized at the time of publication of BBC Engineering 
Division Monograph No. 3, 'The Visibility of Noise in 
Television'. In Part I, 'The Visibility of Noise over the 
Grey Scale', it was stated in Section 6 that 'the noise ... is 
proportional to the half-power of the return beam cur
rent.' It is now thought that this is not correct and that, in 
fact, the noise is proportional to the half-power of the 
incident or scanning-beam current. This will make an 
observable difference to the distribution of noise over the 
grey scale. 

A reasonable explanation is quite simple and can be 
stated as follows: 

Letib =scanning-beam current incident on the tube 
target 

is =sjgnal current abstracted from the jncident 
scanning-beam and left as a charge pattern on 
the target 

i, =ib-in the return beam which becomes amplified 
by the secondary-emission multiplier dynodes 
and gives rise to the output current from the 
tube 

m =is/ib, the beam modulation index assumed to be 
proportional to i,, except at very low levels of 
the 'potential swing' which will not be con
sidered here 

e =the charge ofan electron 
i'>/=channel video bandwidth 

The noise power in the return beam will be 2ei, !if, in 
accordance with the we11-known expression for the total 
power of random velocity fluctuations in an electron 
beam. Similarly, the noise power in the signal current will 
be 2ei,!>,f The random fluctuations represented by this 
power will be imprinted on the target during each scan. 
The noise power in the return beam will thus be the sum of 
the intrinsic noise power of the return beam itself and the 
noise power due to the signal current 'read' off the target 
during a subsequent scan (third scan in the case of inter
laced televjsion). Ifwe assume that movement in the scene 
being televised is sufficiently slow for alternate scans to be 
taken as identical, we may write: 

N'=2ei,tif + 2ei,tif 
=2eibtif ..... , ........ (]) 
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where N' is the total noise power appearing in the return 
beam and, if the multiplier section of the tube contributes 
no further noise, it represents the noise power in the out
put signal from the tube. 

We see that the noise output is derived entirely from the 
incident scanning-beam and sjnce the camera tube is so 
operated that the incident-beam current is adjusted once 
and for all to discharge those portions of the target which 
receive a charge due to the brightest parts of the scene, the 
noise power is dependent upon the peak-white brightness 
and it is thus independent of the actual signal level being 
transmitted at any given instant. 

Of course, the signal output, S, from the camera tube is 
proportional to the signal current, i~=mib. The signal-to
r.m.s. noise ratio at the camera-tube output is therefore 

S/ Na m-./ ib/2e i'>f .............. (2) 

It would be of value to compare the signal-to-noise 
ratios of the various types of image orthicon camera tube 
in use today, but, unfortunately, to do this thoroughly 
would require an understanding of the functioning of these 
tubes that the writer does not possess. 

In the case of tubes having a relatively large separation 
(greater than a picture element diameter) between the tar
get and the secondary-emission collector mesh, for which 
gamma correction (y=2/5) circuits are unnecessary, 
Section I and Fig. 3, Part I, of the above-mentioned mono
graph show that the visual sensation of the noise will 
remain independent of the brightness distribution of the 
scene being received and displayed. 

For tubes with a close-spaced (less than a picture ele
ment diameter) target-and-mesh assembly, the passage 
from linear transfer of light input to current output (with 
no electron redistribution effects.) to virtual saturation, at 
which the image transfer relies entirely on electron redis
tribution, is abrupt. Such tubes are operated mainly over 
the linear region of the transfer characteristic and gamma 
correction is required. A treatment similar to that under
taken in Section 3 and Fig. 4, Part I, of the same mono
graph shows that in this case the noise sensation rises 
towards the darker tones in the displayed image and is, in 
fact, proportional to B-3/ 5 where B is the instantaneous 
brightness being clisplayed. 

In fact, for the 'wide-spaced' tube, we find that the ratio 
of peak-white signal to r.m.s. noise, measured in visual 

sensation units, is proporHonal to v' ibw, where ibw is the 
incident scanning-beam current for the 'wide-spaced' 



tube. For the 'close-spaced' tube fitted with gamma 
(y~2/5) correction, the same ratio is proportional to 
(5/2)v i,JB/Bp)'i5, where i,, is the incident scanning beam 
current for the 'close-spaced' tube and B/BP is the ratio of 
the brightness of any given part of the scene to that of the 
brightest part. The assumptions underlying these state
ments are that the signal-to-noise ratios are large, that the 
beam modulation indices are identical and that y~2/5. 

These assumptions undoubtedly lead to considerable 
over-simplification, but what may be said with reasonable 
certitude is that the noise 1evels are in inverse ratio to the 
square-roots of the incident beam currents and that the 
distribution of the noise over the grey scale, in terms of 
visual sensation units, is uniform for the 'wide-spaced' 
tube (in the absence of gamma correction) and rises in the 
darker tones approximate]y in accordance with a three
fifths power law for the 'close-spaced' tube (in the presence 
of gamma correction). 

Comparisons between tubes having different target-to
mesh separations and targets of different areas are difficult 
to establish theoretically, as was pointed out to the writer 
by his colleague, Mr H. G. Anstey.• Further complications 
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are introduced by the use of a 'field' mesh on the scanning
beam side of the target as Mr W. E. Turkf has warned. 
Nevertheless, in view of the inaccuracy of the treatment of 
the image orthicon camera tube in the above-mentioned 
monograph and of the fact that although it can be deduced 
from American <1 land British l 2>publications that the noise 
power of the output signal from these tubes is propor
tional to the incident scanning-beam current rather than 
to the signal current alone, it is felt that there may be many 
who have not realized the full significance of the indepen
dence of the noise from the actual value of grey tone 
being transmitted at any given instant. In this respect, 
image orthicons do not differ from camera tubes in which 
the main contrjbution to noise is in the head amplifier. 
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